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Abstract

The quantitative analysis of electroencephalographic activity (EEG) is a useful tool for the study of changes in brain electrical activity during cognitive and behavioral functions in several experimental conditions. Their recording and analysis are currently carried out primarily through the use of computer programs. This paper presents a computerized program (EEGbands) created for Windows operating systems using the Delphi language, and designed to analyze EEG signals and facilitate their quantitative exploration. EEGbands applies Rapid Fourier Transformation to the EEG signals of one or more groups of subjects to obtain absolute and relative power spectra. It also calculates both interhemispheric and intrahemispheric correlation and coherence spectra and, finally, applies parametrical statistical analysis to these spectral parameters calculated for wide frequency EEG bands. Unlike other programs, EEGbands is simple and inexpensive, and rapidly and precisely generates results files with the corresponding statistical significances. The efficacy and versatility of EEGbands allow it to be easily adapted to different experimental and clinical needs.
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1. Introduction

The electroencephalographic (EEG) activity makes it possible to study the relationship between behavior and the nervous system without an invasive intervention. EEGs can be defined as voltage fluctuations caused by in-
tra and extraneuronal ionic currents in a population of pyramidal cortical neurons, arranged radially to the surface, which are activated synchronously. Although generated in the cortex, EEGs are modulated by the activity of subcortical regions [1]. As EEGs have a high temporal resolution, they can produce recordings that last from milliseconds to hours or even days.

Although qualitative EEG analysis is still used in medicine, quantitative analysis of EEGs has become even more common due to the advances offered by personal computers. The recording and quantitative analysis of electroencephalographic data have been used for many years to examine changes in brain electrical activity associated with different physiological states; for example, sleep and wakefulness [2]; hormonal changes [3]; pharmacological manipulations [4]-[5]; during different behaviors [6]-[8]; and while performing cognitive tasks [9]-[13]. In the clinical setting, quantitative EEGs have proven useful in investigating alterations in the functional relations among cortical regions in several pathologies, including cerebral tumors [14], epilepsy [15], schizophrenia [16], Asperger syndrome [17], autism [18], Alzheimer’s disease [19] [20], sleep apnea [21] [22], and child abuse [23] among others.

Quantitative analysis of EEGs requires the digitization of analogical signals, for which it is desirable to use time series methods, such as spectral analysis of amplitudes. All spectral analyses decompose the complex wave forms of a linear sum of components of elementary waves. Fourier analysis allows the signal to be changed linearly from the time domain to the frequency domain using sine and cosine as elementary waves [24]. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) makes it possible to break an EEG signal down into its frequency components, calculate the amplitude of each component, and then group them into specific frequency bands. These amplitudes (grouped in individual frequencies or bands) constitute the amplitude spectrum of the signal under study, and the square of this amplitude spectrum is the absolute power (i.e., the amplitude at each frequency is squared). The sum of all the absolute power values that make up the spectrum is called total absolute power, and this can be considered graphically as the area comprised between the spectral curve and the abscissa axis. The relative power spectrum is obtained from the absolute powers by calculating the proportion of each frequency (or frequency band) with respect to total absolute power.

In addition to FFT, the quantitative analysis of EEG has also often used coherence and correlation, two mathematical indexes that make it possible to determine the degree of similarity between two electroencephalographic signals, and to establish a possible functional relation among different brain regions [25]-[28]. The use of coherence and correlation is based on the assumption that electroencephalographic similarity between two cortical areas reflects similarity in the underlying neurophysiological processes, such as the same inputs, similar information processing, or broad connections between them. In the opposite case, when the underlying neurophysiologic processes of two cortical areas are different, the EEG signals from the two areas differ as well [29]-[32]. In other words: the greater the functional relation between the two areas, the greater the similarity in their respective activity [31][33].

Though these two methods have traditionally been considered equivalent, there are some important differences in the procedures used to calculate them and in the results that they provide. Coherence is calculated by dividing the numerical square of the cross-spectrum by the product of the autospectra; therefore, it is sensitive to changes in power as well as to alterations in phase relationships. For this reason, if either power or phase changes in one of the signals, the coherence value is affected. Another important distinction is that the coherence value for a single epoch or segment is always 1, regardless of the true phase relationship and the power differences between the two signals. Over successive epochs, the measure of coherence is dependent on the power and phase of the two signals through the epochs. If there is no variation over time in the original relationship between the two signals, then the coherence value will equal 1 [34][35]. This means that coherence does not give direct information on the true relationship between the two signals, but only on the stability of this relationship with respect to power asymmetry and phase relationships [35]. Correlation, in contrast, may be calculated over one single, or several, epochs, and is sensitive to both phase and polarity, regardless of amplitude. Calculating coherence involves squaring the signal, which results in coherence values of 0 to 1, and a loss of polarity information. Unlike coherence, correlation is sensitive to polarity; hence its values rank from −1 to 1 [35].

At present, the quantitative study of cerebral electrical activity and its functions remains a slow and cumbersome process because, in order to complete and interpret results, the researcher has to use computer programs to analyze the digitized signals and then a different software for the statistical analysis of the data processed (for example, absolute power of coherence) spatially when group analysis is required. Considering this problem and the great utility of quantitative EEG analysis, this paper describes the EEGbands program, which is designed to
obtain, rapidly and simultaneously, both the spectral analysis of EEG signals and the statistical (parametric) comparisons among groups or conditions of the signals involved. This program represents an improvement over its predecessors—EEGmagic [36] and EEGcorco [37]—because the former does not analyze coherence, and the latter does not obtain absolute and relative power. Unlike its predecessors that can only work with 2 or 4 channels of EEG signals, EEGbands can simultaneously analyze up to six EEG signals. The objective of this article is to describe the operation and characteristics of EEGbands as well as its practical advantages and disadvantages.

2. Method

2.1. Main Functions

EEGbands is a computer program designed to analyze EEG signals. The program applies Fast Fourier Transform to EEG signals to obtain the values of absolute power (AP) and relative power (RP) of each wide frequency band. In addition, it calculates the correlation spectra (Pearson’s product-moment) and coherence spectra to determine quantitatively the degree of EEG similarity between homologous areas of the right and left hemispheres, and between areas localized in a single hemisphere (interhemispheric and intrahemispheric correlation, respectively). All the above calculations are performed using the standard data required to apply parametric statistics. This means that AP and RP values are transformed into natural logarithms, and correlation and coherence values to Fisher’s Z scores [38] [39]. Finally, EEGbands applies parametric statistics to the values obtained from the spectral analysis.

2.2. Features of EEGbands

EEGbands is a flexible program since it works with EEG signals transformed to ASCII format. Most commercial computer programs designed to acquire EEG signals (i.e. Neuroscan Scan IV, Grass Technology Poly VIEW or Medicit Track Waker) allow their data to be exported to ASCII format. EEGbands is written in Delphi and will run in the Windows environment in any PC-compatible computer that has at least a Pentium processor and 1 Mb of RAM memory. The program requires little space on the hard drive because both the signals to be analyzed and the exit files are in text format (ASCII) and thus occupy only a small amount of disk space. Memory requirements or limitations are determined by the amount of data to be processed.

2.3. Formulas for Calculating EEG Parameters

Figure 1 shows the sequence of steps for computing absolute and relative power, coherence and, correlation.

2.3.1. Power Spectra

Formula (1) represents the Continuous Fourier Transform, while Formulas (2) and (3), respectively, represent the real and imaginary parts of the transform [40]. The instantaneous spectrum of a signal can be obtained by applying Formula (6). Formulas (4) and (5), respectively, show how to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the direct Discrete Fourier Transformation. The absolute power spectra, through the frequency of an EEG signal, can be obtained using Diagram I in Figure 1. The instantaneous spectra of the digitized signals are obtained by calculating the real and imaginary parts of the Direct Fourier transform [40].

\[
F(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t)e^{-j2\pi ft}dt = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t)\left\{\cos(2\pi ft) - jsen(2\pi ft)\right\}dt \tag{1}
\]

\[
Fre(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t)\cos(2\pi ft)dt \tag{2}
\]

\[
Fim(x) = -\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(t)\sen(2\pi ft)dt \tag{3}
\]

\[
Fre(x) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f(n)\cos\left(\frac{2\pi nx}{N}\right) \tag{4}
\]

\[
Fim(x) = -\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} f(n)\sen\left(\frac{2\pi nx}{N}\right) \tag{5}
\]

Instantaneous spectrum \(F(x)(-\infty < x < +\infty) = (Fre(x))^2 + (Fim(x))^2\) \tag{6}
Figure 1. Flowchart indicating the steps to be followed to obtain the values of the parameters analyzed by EEGbands: I = Power; II = Correlation (r); III = Coherence (coh). $S_{AA}$, $S_{BB}$ = autopower spectra; $F$ = Direct Fourier Transform; $F^{-1}$ = Inverse Fourier Transform; A/D = Analog-to-Digital Converter; EEG = electroencephalographic activity.

where:

$$f(t) = \infty < t < +\infty \quad \text{segment time signal.}$$

$\text{Fre}(n), \text{Fim}(n) : x = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1$ (The N frequencies at which the signals are decomposed).

$f(n) : n = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1$ (N samples that make up the signals in the time).

The autopower spectra (average) of signals A and B are obtained from Formulas (7) to (12). Thereafter, the absolute power spectra at frequencies may be grouped in to specific bands. Mean while, relative power is the proportion of each band with respect to total power. The cross-spectrum (average) of the digitized A and B signals are calculated by Formulas (13) to (16):

A autospectrum signal:
\[ S_{AA}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} A'_i(x) A_i(x) \]  
(7)

\[ S_{AA}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) - \text{FimA}(x)) (\text{FreA}(x) + \text{FimA}(x)) \right) \]  
(8)

\[ S_{AA}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x))^2 + (\text{FimA}(x))^2 \right) \]  
(9)

B autospectrum signal:

\[ S_{BB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} B'_i(x) B_i(x) \]  
(10)

\[ S_{BB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreB}(x) - \text{FimB}(x)) (\text{FreB}(x) + \text{FimB}(x)) \right) \]  
(11)

\[ S_{BB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreB}(x))^2 + (\text{FimB}(x))^2 \right) \]  
(12)

Cross-spectrum between signals A and B:

\[ S_{AB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} A'_i(x) B_i(x) \]  
(13)

\[ S_{AB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) - \text{FimA}(x)) (\text{FreB}(x) + \text{FimB}(x)) \right) \]  
(14)

\[ S_{AB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) \text{FreB}(x)) + (\text{FimA}(x) \text{FimB}(x)) \right) \]  
(15)

\[ S_{AB}(x) = \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) \text{FimB}(x)) - (\text{FimA}(x) \text{FreB}(x)) \right) \]  
(16)

where:

\( nd \) = number of segments.

\( A_i(x), B_i(x) \) = instantaneous spectra of signals A and B in frequency x.

\( A'_i(x), B'_i(x) \) = complex conjugates of the instant spectra of signals A and B in frequency x (the conjugate of a complex number is obtained by inverting the sign of the imaginary part).

2.3.2. Coherence Spectrum

According to the algorithm illustrated in Figure 1 (III), coherence can be calculated incorporating formulas 7, 10 and 13 into formula 17; that is, the values of the coherence spectrum can be obtained from the autospectra and cross-spectra of signals A and B (Formulas (17)-(19)):

\[ coh(x) = \frac{|S_{AB}(x)|^2}{S_{AA}(x) S_{BB}(x)} \]  
(17)

where: \( x = 0, 1, 2, \cdots, N - 1 \) (N frequencies at which the A and B signals are decomposed)

\[ |S_{AB}(x)|^2 = (S_{ABrev}(x))^2 + (S_{ABim}(x))^2 \]  
(18)

By substituting Formulas (9), (12) and (14) in Formula (17), Formula (19) is obtained:

\[ coh(x) = \left[ \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) \text{FreB}(x)) + (\text{FimA}(x) \text{FimB}(x)) \right)^2 \right] + \left[ \lim_{nd \to +\infty} \left( \frac{1}{nd} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{nd} \left( (\text{FreA}(x) \text{FimB}(x)) - (\text{FimA}(x) \text{FreB}(x)) \right)^2 \right] \]  
(19)
2.3.3. Correlation Spectrum

The punctual correlation between two signals, \( A \) and \( B \) for example, can be calculated using Formula (20). However, as Guevara et al. [26] [37] report, Formula (21) can be applied to obtain the correlation spectrum using the autospectra and cross-spectrum of signals \( A \) and \( B \) (Figure 1 (II)):

\[
r = \frac{\text{Cov}_{AB}}{\sqrt{\text{Var}_A \text{Var}_B}} \tag{20}
\]

\[
r(x) = \frac{S_{\text{d}_x}(x)}{\sqrt{\text{fac}_A(x) \text{fac}_B(x)}} \tag{21}
\]

where: \( x = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N-1 \) (\( N \) frequencies at which the \( A \) and \( B \) signals are decomposed).

Equations (22)-(29) explain the components of Equation (21).

By applying the Fourier Inverse Transformation to the cross-spectrum of a signal, the crossed-correlation function is obtained; as expressed in Equation (22):

\[
r(n) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \left( \text{Fre}(x) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) - \text{Fim}(x) \sin \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) \right) \tag{22}
\]

\( r(n), \ n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N-1 \) (correlation at each time).

\( \text{Fre}(x) \) = real part of the cross-spectrum at frequency \( X \).

\( \text{Fim}(x) \) = imaginary part of the cross-spectrum at frequency \( X \).

The point of correlation that is of interest is the correlation at time zero (for each \( x \) frequency); in other words, the only factor of interest is the first place (correlation at time zero) of the correlation function.

Where: \( n = 0; \ \cos(0) = 1.0, \ \sin(0) = 0; \) the equation is (23):

\[
r(0) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \text{Fre}(x) \tag{23}
\]

It is clear that calculating the first place of the correlation function does not require the use of the imaginary part of the cross-spectrum. Moreover, if it is assumed that for each \( x \) frequency all others are zero (as in an ideal filter, where the signals contain only one frequency), then for each \( x \) frequency the correlation function at time zero will be calculated by Equation (24):

\[
r(x) = \frac{1}{N} \text{Fre}(x) \tag{24}
\]

where \( x = 1, 2, \ldots, N/2 \) (\( N/2 \) frequencies into which the signals are decomposed) (\( x \) initiates at one because the “DC” component is not considered).

Since we know that in the previous equation \( \text{Fre}(x) \) is equal to the real part of the cross-spectrum, \( \{ \text{Fre}(x) = S_{\text{d}_x}(x) \} \), Equation (15):

Upon considering a single segment (\( nd = 1 \), which is possible for the correlation), we obtain Equation (25):

\[
r(x) = \frac{1}{N} S_{\text{d}_x}(x) = \frac{1}{N} \left\{ \text{Fre}_A(x) \text{Fre}_B(x) + \text{Fim}_A(x) \text{Fim}_B(x) \right\} \tag{25}
\]

To obtain correlations in the range \(-1\) to \(+1\), the values of every \( r(x) \) must be divided by the square root of the product of place zero of the inverse transformation of the autospectra signals for the same \( x \) frequency; i.e., the autocorrelation at time zero of each \( A \) and \( B \) signal (\( \text{Fac}_A(x) \) and \( \text{fac}_B(x) \)), as indicated in Equation (21):

Where \( \text{fac}_A(x) \) and \( \text{fac}_B(x) \) are defined by Equations (26) and (27):

\[
\text{fac}_A(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \left\{ \text{Fre}_A(x) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) - \text{Fim}_A(x) \sin \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) \right\} \tag{26}
\]

\[
\text{fac}_B(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{x=0}^{N-1} \left\{ \text{Fre}_B(x) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) - \text{Fim}_B(x) \sin \left( \frac{2\pi nx}{N} \right) \right\} \tag{27}
\]

However, considering that the only point of interest is the place zero of the Inverse Transformation \( n = 0 \),
that the autospectra do not contain an imaginary part, and a value of 0 for all the different frequencies of \( X \), then \( \text{FreA}(x) \) and \( \text{FreB}(x) \) are equivalent to the autospectra of the \( A \) and \( B \) signals. Therefore, for one segment (\( nd = 1 \)), Equations (28) and (29) are developed:

\[
\text{facA}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{N} \right) \left\{ \text{FreA}(x) \text{ReteA}(x) + \text{FimA}(x) \text{FimA}(x) \right\} \quad (28)
\]

\[
\text{facB}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{N} \right) \left\{ \text{FreB}(x) \text{ReteB}(x) + \text{FimB}(x) \text{FimB}(x) \right\} \quad (29)
\]

Upon substituting Equations (25), (28) and (29) in Equation (21), we obtain Equation (30):

\[
r(x) = \frac{\text{FreA}(x) \text{FreB}(x) + \text{FimA}(x) \text{FimB}(x)}{\sqrt{\left\{ \text{FreA}(x) \text{ReteA}(x) + \text{FimA}(x) \text{FimA}(x) \right\} \left\{ \text{FreB}(x) \text{ReteB}(x) + \text{FimB}(x) \text{FimB}(x) \right\}}} \quad (30)
\]

In this way, it becomes possible to calculate the correlation spectrum (correlation values for every frequency into which the signal is decomposed) between two cerebral areas.

### 2.4. Program Performance

To run EEGbands, the analog signals (continuous in amplitude and time) must be digitized (discretized in amplitude and time). For this purpose, "\( n \)" points (samples), equally spaced in time, must be taken for each signal segment, and several of these segments must be taken in order to represent the condition of interest. Signals will be stored in text format in individual files (one file for each channel recorded). In these files, each row is assigned only one type of data. Before being transferred to the program, all signals must be reviewed in order to eliminate possible artifacts and coherent noise.

Although the program runs in Windows, it is convenient to assign the signal files an 8-digit name; for example, the file name 21HABAFA3.RE2 indicates: two digits for the name of the subject (21), four digits for condition (HABA), and two digits for the derivation (F3). It is also convenient to have 3 digits that identify the type of file (this is arbitrary; RE2 in this example).

**Figure 2** shows the Home screen of EEGbands. As can be seen, EEGbands requires a file with names (data files). The program requires at least 2 groups of subjects (independent groups) or one group of subjects with at least 2 conditions (correlated groups). Each separate group or repetition of the same group, occupies a cell; that is, one site in the statistical design. In all cases there must be at least 2 cells. The maximum number of cells that can be occupied by conditions (or groups) is 20.

The user must indicate whether the program will be working with 2, 4 or 6 channels (i.e., if it will analyze 2, 4 or 6 per subject), and whether sampling was reordered at 256, 512, or 1024 Hz (the only sampling frequencies allowed in the program).

By default, the program determines the limits of the EEG bands recorded: band 1, 1 - 3 Hz; band 2, 4 - 7 Hz; band 3, 8 - 10 Hz; band 4, 11 - 13 Hz; band 5, 14 - 19 Hz; band 6, 20 - 30 Hz; and band 7 31 - 50 Hz. However, on the Home screen the user can modify the first 6 analysis bands (band 7 cannot be changed). The user must also indicate whether she/he wants band 7 (gamma) to be considered. Finally, if the program is operating with correlated or mixed designs, the user can choose to subtract the first cell as baseline.

Also on the Home screen, the user must choose whether the statistical design is for independent groups, correlated groups, or mixed groups (also known as split-plot) [41], and indicate if the design has one or two factors (treatments) and the level numbers of each one. Here, she/he must respect the maximum limit of 20 cells (total groups and/or conditions) and have the same number of subjects in each group (or condition). The maximum number of subjects per group is 30. The mixed design (split-plot) always has two factors: first, the independent groups (plots); and second, the repeated measurements made with each group. In general, all factorial designs may have only two factors, each with a maximum of 10 levels. If the design has 2 groups (or 2 conditions in the same group), t-tests (for independent or correlated groups, as appropriate) are applied to the results. However, if there are more than 2 groups (or conditions), the program automatically applies analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the corresponding post hoc tests (Tukey and Duncan). **Figure 3** describes graphically several different designs in which data can be analyzed. As can be seen, the cells are sequentially numbered from left to right and from top to bottom.
Figure 2. On the Home screen, the user can select all the options of EEGbands: (1) The kind of statistical design (independent groups, correlated groups, or mixed); (2) and (3) Sampling frequency and signal segment points; (4) Name of the text file containing the names of the files of the digitized signals that will be analyzed; (5) The lower (1) and upper value(s) of each band (except band 7, which cannot be modified); (6) The number of channels to be analyzed; (7) The option to subtract the first cell as baseline (only in correlated or mixed designs); (8) The option to consider band 7 (gamma) in the analyses or omit it; (9) Factor levels of statistical design; (A) Start the analysis.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of different statistical designs that can be applied by means of the EEGbands program. The statistical test used for each design is indicated. All must have an equal number of subjects in each cell. A indicates factor or treatment 1, and B indicates factor or treatment 2.
Figure 4 shows how to construct the names file (OAHAG3GPS.TXT in the example). While this Figure has only 2 subjects in each group, 2 conditions with 6 derivations are shown, and the complete file contains 2 groups with 12 subjects each. In turn, each group (CG, EG) has 2 conditions (OA, HA). Each subject was recorded at 6 brain regions (derivations F1, F2, F3, F4, P3 and P4). All files have the REV termination, but this can be changed to any other ending (the file must be created in a text editor or Windows Notepad, not in a word processor). This complete file will be used to illustrate the implementation of the program.

All subjects in the first cell must be listed in the names file; each one with all the derivations recorded (from the left channel first, then from the right one). Subsequently, all subjects in the second cell must be listed in the file, and so on until all the cells that make up the design are filled. In the example, the “names file” contains data from a two-factor mixed design (2 × 2). First, the names of the files that constitute the first cell (Group 1 in the first condition) appear, followed by cell 2 (Group 1 in the second condition), cell 3 (Group 2 in the first condition) and, finally, cell 4 (Group 2 in the second condition). EEGbands will not function if any of these files are missing; that is, all files for all subjects must be in the same folder (and all must appear in the “names file”).

![Figure 4](Image)
Upon pressing the “Start Analysis” button, the program begins to make calculations and the following output files (text files) are obtained (Table 1):

EEGbands provides 12 output files, all of which have the same name as the “names file”, but a different ending (last 3 characters). The terminated file ABS has both untransformed and transformed values of the absolute power spectrum of the 7 selected bands. REL contains the transformed and untransformed values of the relative power spectrum of the 7 selected bands. TER has both untransformed and transformed values of the interhemispheric correlation spectrum of the 7 bands. TRR contains the untransformed and transformed values of the intrahemispheric correlation spectrum of the 7 bands. TEH shows the untransformed and transformed values of the interhemispheric coherence spectrum in the 7 bands. In TRH we see the untransformed and transformed values of the intrahemispheric coherence spectrum in the 7 bands. All these files, except REL, also have a column for the total band. The RES file contains the untransformed results of all the spectra calculated by band; while RET contains the transformed values. When the program operates with a design that involves 6 channels (6 recorded brain areas), 210 variables (columns) are obtained in the RET and RES files. Table 2 describes the position of these variables. If the program works with only 4 channels, the file contains 112 columns (corresponding to the first 112 columns in Table 2); and if it works with only 2 channels, then the file has 42 columns (first 42 columns of Table 2).

Figure 5 shows parts of the RES and RET files, where we can see that the lines are grouped into the different cells that make up the statistical design. The appropriate statistical test will be applied to each column of these results files and the output files will be obtained from the remaining results. If the statistical design has only two cells, EEGbands will apply a Student t test to either independent or correlated groups. Figure 6 shows part of the output files obtained from the application of the Student t test for independent groups: TES (for untransformed data) and TET (for transformed data).

EEGbands applies an ANOVA when the design has more than two cells. If there is only one factor (independent variable or treatment), the program applies a one-factor ANOVA for separate or correlated groups. If there is more than one factor (i.e., more than one independent variable or treatment), a factorial ANOVA will be applied. EEGbands can only work with 2-factor designs in 3 modes: independent groups, correlated groups and mixed designs (split-plot). In all cases, the program can only run when the same numbers of subjects are included in each cell. The ANOVA results expressed as transformed data are contained in an AVT file.

Figure 7 shows the results of the application of a mixed ANOVA (split-plot) to each variable (columns) in the output file, AVT. Significant comparisons ($p < 0.05$) are indicated with an asterisk.

In addition to the AVT file, EEGbands always generates TET and TES files after conducting an ANOVA; these files are identical to those obtained in 2-cell designs. In mixed designs, Student t tests for independent groups and a Student t test for correlated groups are provided (as appropriate). When EEGbands runs an ANOVA, it also does the post hoc comparisons among cells using Tukey and Duncan tests to determine the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of files</th>
<th>Names of untransformed data files</th>
<th>Names with transformed data files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>EEGbands.ABS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EEGbands.REL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>EEGbands.TER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>EEGbands.TRR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>EEGbands.TEH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>EEGbands.TRH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7, 8</td>
<td>EEGbands.RES</td>
<td>EEGbands.RET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 10</td>
<td>EEGbands.TES</td>
<td>EEGbands.TET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>EEGbands.AVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>EEGbands.TUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Distribution of the variables analyzed with EEGbands in the RES and RET files, when 6 channels are analyzed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Corresponding Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 7</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the left channel 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 - 14</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the left channel 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - 21</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the right channel 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 - 28</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the right channel 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 - 35</td>
<td>Interhemispheric correlation (bands), channels l1-r1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 - 42</td>
<td>Interhemispheric coherence (bands), channels l1-r1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 - 49</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the left channel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 - 56</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the left channel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 - 63</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the right channel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 - 70</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the right channel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 - 77</td>
<td>Interhemispheric correlation (bands), channels l2-r2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 - 84</td>
<td>Interhemispheric coherence (bands), channels l2-r2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 - 91</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels l1-l2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 - 98</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels l1-l2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 - 105</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels r1-r2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 - 112</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels r1-r2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113 - 119</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the left channel 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 - 126</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the left channel 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127 - 133</td>
<td>Absolute Power of 7 bands of the right channel 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 - 140</td>
<td>Relative Power of 7 bands of the right channel 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141 - 147</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels l3-r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148 - 154</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels l3-r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155 - 161</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels l1-l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162 - 168</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels l1-l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169 - 175</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels r1-r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176 - 182</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels r1-r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183 - 189</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels l2-l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190 - 196</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels l2-l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197 - 203</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric correlation (bands), channels r2-r3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204 - 210</td>
<td>Intrahemispheric coherence (bands), channels r2-r3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

significant differences among groups or conditions. These data are reported in TUK and TUT files, which contain the untransformed and transformed data, respectively (Figure 8).

2.5. Considerations

If the user chooses the option of subtracting the first cell (as baseline), it will not be considered in the number of cells in the result (the new cell 1 is the subtraction of original cell 2 from original cell 1). If the design has two
Figure 5. Part of the RES and RET output files. In this example, the program worked with 6 channels in a $2 \times 2$ mixed design. In the first column, “suj” is the identification of each subject. In the following columns, B1Pai1, B2Pai1... are the values of all variables calculated by the program for each subject (see Table 2).

Figure 6. Part of the output files, TET. The initial part of the comparisons between groups (Student t test for independent groups) appears first, followed by the initial part of the intra-group comparisons (Student’s t test for correlated groups).
Figure 7. Initial and final parts of the output file, AVT. EEGbands ran with 6 channels and a mixed $2 \times 2$ design. The columns contain the significance for factor A [p(FA)], factor B [p(FB)] and the interaction A $\times$ B [p(FAB)].

Factors, the first cell of each level of factor A is subtracted; i.e., the first cell of factor B is taken as baseline. Thus, for example, if the user chooses to subtract baseline and she/he has a 2-factor mixed design with 2 levels in each factor (i.e., 4 cells: A1B1, A1B2, A2B1, A2B2), the program will analyze only two cells (A1B2-A1B1 and A2B2-A2B1), since the first level of factor B will be subtracted from the second level. In this case, EEGbands automatically applies a Student t test for independent groups instead of a mixed ANOVA.

If the first cell is subtracted, then the RET file (with the transformed variables) will hold the transformations of the differences; i.e., the subtractions are made with untransformed data and the difference is then transformed. The only exception is relative power, whose differences are not transformed. Also, the absolute difference in absolute power is not processed if it has a negative value (in real numbers there are no logarithms of negative numbers); that is, the absolute value of the difference is transformed such that subsequent statistical comparisons with transformed absolute power are made using the absolute values of the differences.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

In the present article, we have described the computer program EEGbands, which offers an easy and novel way to obtain complex quantitative analyses of EEGs recorded in 6 derivations; one that combines the simultaneous analysis of the frequency domain (power and coherence) and time (correlation). This program allows one to calculate—quickly and simultaneously—absolute power, relative power, and the correlation and coherence spectra of EEG signals, as well as their respective statistical parametric analyses. All these calculations can be
Figure 8. Fragment of the output file, TUT. In this example, Tukey and Duncan post hoc test have been applied to the results of the ANOVA. This analysis was performed with transformed data.

obtained for broad bands in a very short time by applying several parametric statistical tests. Unlike most commercial programs designed to analyze EEGs, EEGbands makes it possible to extract coherence and correlation. The main contribution of EEGbands is that it permits the simultaneous calculation of absolute power, relative power, inter and intrahemispheric correlation and coherence spectra, and the application of adequate parametric statistical analyses. To the best of our knowledge, no commercially available programs offer all these possibilities.

EEGbands thus provides numerous advantages: it runs on any PC, requires no complex equipment, and its output files take up little memory space on the hard drive. The versatility and flexibility of this program make it easily adaptable to diverse experimental and clinical needs. Moreover, the fact that EEGbands can also be easily adapted to portable computers means that it can solve problems that may arise when analyzing signals in locations outside the laboratory; for example, in hospitals or schools.

Although EEGbands offers several advantages, it has some limitations. One very important condition is that the data from the different derivations and conditions of each subject must be very well organized in their respective files. However, if adequate care is taken to assure this condition, the program will run the statistical test(s) required with no problems whatsoever. Another limitation of this program is that it cannot analyze more than six derivations simultaneously, though for studies that require more than six derivations, it can simply be run several times, until all the comparisons of interest have been carried out.

Finally, EEGbands is a program that makes it possible the quantitative analysis of spectral power, coherence and correlation during different cognitive tasks, behaviors and physiological stages in both humans and animals. Right now this program is been used by different laboratories to study the brain electrical activity during sexual and maternal behavior (the last in human and rats), cognitive changes during pregnancy and the EEG correlation
in children and adolescents survivors of child abuse or neglect.

For purposes of scientific research, EEGbands is available upon request and can be installed free of charge. The only requirement is to cite this paper when results obtained with the program are published.
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